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Abstract—Fast and accurate detection of instantaneous reactive
current in single-phase power system is a pre-requisite for the
precise control of STATCOM (Static Synchronous Compensator).
A major solution is based on the construction of virtual or-
thogonal signal in rotational coordinate transformation; however,
conventional methods show weaknesses in the speed of detection
and the ability of noise and harmonic suppression. In this paper,
a novel method of instantaneous reactive current detection in
single-phase system, with fast and accurate property as well
as harmonic and noise susceptibility, is proposed. Firstly, a
novel virtual orthogonal signal generation algorithm is deduced,
remarkably improving the immediacy and precision of detection
in synchronous reference frame. Then an enhanced moving
average filter (EMAF) is utilized in cascade and its design
principle is proposed, sufficiently eliminating the effects of noise
and harmonics. Finally, experiments reveal that the proposed
detection scheme can achieve the satisfactory control goals.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reactive power transmission in power system will in-

crease the energy loss, leading to low network efficiency and

poor power quality. Cascaded STATCOM (Static Synchronous

Compensator), with its remarkable performance of reactive

power compensation and bus voltage stabilization in high

voltage and high power systems, has attracted widespread

attention both in academic field and industrial fields. Current

applications and researches of cascaded STATCOM are mainly

based on three-phase systems. However, in some other cases,

single-phase cascaded STATCOM, with its low cost and high

flexibility, is also utilized when a single-phase load is to be

compensated [1] (e.g. a single-phase electric motor).
The fast and accurate detection of instantaneous reac-

tive current is a key technology and pre-requisite for high-

performance control of single-phase cascaded STATCOM.

Current methods are mainly divided into three groups: Fryze

method, FFT method [2] and the method of instantaneous

reactive power detection [3] [4]. Fryze method is based on

the calculation of average power; in this case the integral in

one period is required and this method shows a weak real-time

performance consequently. FFT method is characterized by its

high accuracy when the sample time is an integer multiple of

the signal period and the sampling frequency is larger than

the Nyquist frequency. However, the instantaneous reactive

current of the fundamental component cannot be directly

extracted from the results, and two FFT processes need to

be performed, causing time delay in detection.

Reactive current detection based on the instantaneous reac-

tive power theory is commonly used in three-phase system.

However, the application in single-phase system, which re-

quires the construction of virtual alpha-beta signal, is more

complex. The construction of virtual alpha-beta signal utilizes

the real-time measurement of current and is able to calculate

the instantaneous reactive current by Park transformation.

The generation of virtual orthogonal signal is of paramount

importance in implementation of instantaneous reactive current

detection. Many research studies have been carried out on this

topic. The approach taken by [5] is delaying the current signal

by π/4, which has a time delay of 0.25 cycles. The model

proposed in [6] utilized a 1st order differential operator to

generate virtual orthogonal signal in fast speed. Unfortunately,

the random noise is amplified with high sampling rate; in the

other case when sample rate decreases, errors will be enlarged

in the constructed signal, failing to meet the requirement for

the precise control.

In this paper, a novel generation method of virtual orthogo-

nal signal, with fast and accurate properties, is proposed first,

guaranteeing the real-time performance of the reactive current

detection. Then an EMAF is employed in the synchronous ref-

erence frame, eliminating the harmonics and noise sufficiently.

Experimental results validate the proposed method.

II. INSTANTANEOUS REACTIVE CURRENT DETECTION IN

SYNCHRONOUS REFERENCE FRAME

Assume the single-phase grid voltage and the single-phase

load current are described by{
us (t) = Um sin(ωst)

i (t) = Im sin(ωst+ θ)
(1)

where, Um and ωs are the amplitude and frequency of the grid

voltage, respectively. Im and θ are the amplitude and initial

phase angle of the load current, respectively.
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Accordingly, the orthogonal signal of i(t) can be expressed

as

i⊥ (t) = Im cos(ωst+ θ) (2)

The method of single-phase instantaneous reactive current

detection in synchronous reference frame [7] [8] is illustrated

in Fig. 1. The single-phase load current is utilized to construct

virtual orthogonal signal in α− β stationary frame as

{
iα(t) = Im cos(ωst+ θ)

iβ(t) = Im sin(ωst+ θ)
(3)

The rotational coordinate transformation from α − β sta-

tionary frame to synchronous reference frame is given by[
Id
Iq

]
= Tαβ/dq(ωst)

[
iα(t)
iβ(t)

]

=

[
cos(ωst) sin(ωst)
− sin(ωst) cos(ωst)

] [
iα(t)
iβ(t)

] (4)

Accordingly, (3) can be expressed in rotational frame as{
Id = Im cos θ

Iq = Im sin θ
(5)

The instantaneous active current ip and reactive current iq
are the projections of the load current on the d− and q−axis,

respectively. Hence{
ip(t) = Im cos θ sin(ωst)

iq(t) = Im sin θ cos(ωst)
(6)

Similarly, the instantaneous harmonic current components

ih, if which are considered, can also be obtained as

ih(t) = i(t)− ip(t)− iq(t) (7)

III. VIRTUAL ORTHOGONAL SIGNAL GENERATION

A. Conventional methods

Conventional virtual orthogonal signal generation methods

are mainly based on delaying the load current signal by 0.25
cycles or differentiating the load current signal. The former

has a slow dynamic response due to the time delay, yet the

latter has the ability in real-time current detection.

Assume the sampling time is ΔT and the virtual orthogonal

signal can be realized by 1st order differential operator as

i⊥ (k) =
i(k)− i(k −ΔT )

ωsΔT
(8)

Fig. 2 illustrates the geometric meaning of differentiation.

It is evident that the differentiation in discrete-time domain is

merely a proximate expression of orthogonal signal, and errors

will be larger with the increment of ΔT . Consequently, high

sampling frequency is required in the control system.

Fig. 2. Geometric illustration of 1st differentiation.

Considering the high-frequency random noise in the sam-

pling process, (8) can be rewritten as

ĩ⊥(k) =
i(k)− i(k −ΔT ) + Δinoise (k)

ωsΔT

=
i(k)− i(k −ΔT )

ωsΔT
+

f

ωs
Δinoise(k)

= i⊥(k) +
f

ωs
Δinoise(k)

(9)

where,

Δinoise(k) = inoise(k)− inoise(k −ΔT ).
The high-frequency noise is amplified according to (9),

and the ratio f/ωs will be enlarged with higher sampling

frequency. A Low-pass Filter (LPF) with low cut-off frequency

is usually utilized in practical applications to attenuate the

noise signal sufficiently; however, the dynamic behavior of the

method is affected. To surmount such disadvantages, a novel

virtual orthogonal signal generation method is proposed in this

paper.

B. Novel virtual orthogonal signal generation method

Firstly, we rewrite (3) as{
iα(t) = Im sin [ωs(t−ΔT ) + θ + ωsΔT ]

iβ(t) = Im cos [ωs(t−ΔT ) + θ + ωsΔT ]
(10)

Accordingly,

iα (t) = Im sin[ωs(t−ΔT ) + θ] cosωsΔT

+ Im cos[ωs(t−ΔT ) + θ] sinωsΔT

= iα(t−ΔT ) cosωsΔT + iβ(t−ΔT ) sinωsΔT
(11)

iβ (t) = Im cos[ωs(t−ΔT ) + θ] cosωsΔT

− Im sin[ωs(t−ΔT ) + θ] sinωsΔT

= iβ(t−ΔT ) cosωsΔT − iα(t−ΔT ) sinωsΔT
(12)

By combining (11) and (12), the improved method of virtual

orthogonal signal generation can be obtained as

iβ (t) =
i(t) cos(ωsΔT )− i(t−ΔT )

sin(ωsΔT )
(13)

The novel method is independent on the sampling frequency

in the differentiation operation, effectively avoiding the errors
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Fig. 1. Diagram of instantaneous reactive current detection for single-phase system with large amount of noise and harmonics.

caused by orthogonal signal approximation in a wide range of

sampling frequency.

IV. HARMONIC AND NOISE SUPPRESSION

High-frequency noise is inevitable in practice, and will be

amplified by the calculation of (13), giving rise to noise signal

in synchronous reference frame. Besides, harmonic compo-

nents will be imposed on the load current in the presence

of utility harmonics. These noise and harmonics, which will

affect the accuracy of calculation results of reactive current,

must be eliminated. The dynamic response behavior, however,

will be unacceptable if LPF is utilized to attenuate such a huge

random noise.

Delayed Signal Cancellation (DSC), which is a typical way

of harmonic elimination [9] [10], has no effect on random

noise [11]. On the contrary, Moving Average Filter (MAF) is

an effective method of eliminating periodical random noise, as

well as harmonic components with properly designed window

length, improving the accuracy of detection results [12] [13].

A. Noise and harmonic elimination with MAF

MAF is overwhelmingly effective in eliminating periodical

noise. It is obvious that the harmonic component can also be

eliminated by MAF if which is regarded as a periodical noise

signal. The MAF for eliminating the nth harmonic is denoted

by MAFn for sake of simplicity.

Assume Tn is the period of the nth harmonic and yields

ΔT � Tn . The MAFn can be expressed as

hn (k) =
1

Ln

k∑
i=k−Ln+1

hn (i) = 0 (k ≥ Ln) (14)

where, hn[·] is the nth harmonic signal; Ln is both the average

window length and the number of samples per period for nth

harmonic, which is expressed as

Ln = round

[
Tn
ΔT

]
(15)

where, round[·] is the round function to the nearest integer.

Cascaded MAF (CMAF) can be utilized if N harmonic

components need to be eliminated. The total response time of

CMAF TCMAF is the summation of all the MAFs in cascade.

TCMAF will be longer with increased harmonic components;

TCMAF will tend to infinity when N keeps increasing, which

is unacceptable in practice.

To solve the above-mentioned problem, an Enhanced MAF

(EMAF) is proposed, which is capable of eliminating several

given orders of harmonics by one filter.

B. Enhanced MAF

If the window length of MAFn is extended to ZnLn (Zn =
1, 2, 3), (14) can be rewritten as:

hn (k) =
1

ZnLn

k∑
i=k−ZnLn+1

hn (i)

=
1

ZnLn

Zn∑
l=1

⎡
⎣ k−(l−1)Ln∑
i=k−lLn+1

hn (i)

⎤
⎦

=
1

Zn

Zn∑
l=1

⎡
⎣ 1

Ln

k−(l−1)Ln∑
i=k−lLn+1

hn (i)

⎤
⎦

= 0

(k ≥ ZnLn)

(16)

According to (16), the nth harmonic can be totally elimi-

nated if the window length of MAFn is an integer multiple of

the number of samples per period Ln. The dynamic response

time is extended to ZnTn, accordingly.

The window length of EMAF L and the response time

TEMAF, according to (16) and its conclusions, yield:

∀n ∈ Z+ : L=ZnLn (17)

∀n ∈ Z+ : TEMAF=ZnTn (18)

where n is the order of harmonic to be eliminated and Z+ is

the set of positive integers.

According to (17) and (18), L and TEMAF are the com-

mon multiples of the window lengths and response times of

corresponding MAF blocks, respectively. Specially, the lowest

common multiples are chosen in order to improve the dynamic

speed. In this case, the relationship between the window length

L and the response time TEMAF can be expressed by

L = round

[
TEMAF

ΔT

]
(19)

It should be noted that the dynamic response times for E-

MAF and CMAF are usually different for a given combination

of harmonics, leading to different choices of algorithm. Some

examples are:

• 1. Eliminating the 5th and 7th harmonics, TEMAF is T ,

while TCMAF is 12T/35, therefore CMAF is better;
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• 2. Eliminating the 2nd, 4th and 6th harmonics, TEMAF is

T/2, while TCMAF is 11T/12, therefore EMAF is better;

• 3. Eliminating the 3rd, 6th, 9th and 12th harmonics,

TEMAF is T/3, while TCMAF is 25T/36, therefore EMAF

is better and so on.

Generally, the higher content of low-order harmonics, the

bigger advantage EMAF has in dynamic response, and vice

versa.

Considering the variations of grid conditions, EMAF should

be utilized; moreover, the window length is chosen as T/2 in

that odd harmonic distortion is most common in grid and these

components will be converted to even in d− q frame.

Therefore, the improved instantaneous reactive current de-

tection method is obtained, by combining the proposed virtual

orthogonal signal generation algorithm and the EMAF.

V. APPLICATION OF THE NOVEL INSTANTANEOUS

REACTIVE CURRENT DETECTION METHOD IN

SINGLE-PHASE CASCADED STATCOM

Experiments are performed for single-phase cascaded STAT-

COM using the proposed reactive current detection method.

The system configuration of single-phase cascaded STATCOM

is shown in Fig. 3, where Cascaded Multilevel Inverter (CMI)

is utilized in series with a linking inductor LCMI . The

STATCOM comprise of four identical H-bridge inverters as

power units; in each H-bridge, the DC-side capacitor is Cdc

and the DC-side voltage is udcμ (μ = 1, 2, 3, 4). Besides, a

parallel DC-side resistor Rdc is utilized in order to control the

DC voltage.

Cascaded STATCOM uses the direct current control strategy

[14] [15], as shown in Fig. 4. The modulation of the CMIs

utilizes the CPS-SPWM (Carrier Phase Shifted Sinusoidal

Pulse Width Modulation) technology.

The control of DC-side voltages of CMIs contain two parts:

• 1, The control of equivalent DC-side voltage UCMI ;

• 2, DC voltage balance between udcμ.

The reference signal of total current is generated combining

the detected reactive current and the active current signal

generated through equivalent DC-side voltage control. The DC

voltage balance is achieved by controlling the parallel IGBT

on the DC side.

The equivalent DC-side voltage UCMI yields

UCMI=NUdc (20)

where, Udc is the rated DC-side voltage of the each H-bridge

inverter, N is the number of CMIs in cascade (which is 4 in

this case).

VI. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

In order to verify the improved method in harmonics and

noise suppression, simulations and experiments are performed.

The sampling frequencies are set to be 10 kHz in both cases.

Fig. 3. Single-phase cascaded STATCOM.

A. Simulation verification

Fig. 5 and 6 illustrate the simulation results of instantaneous

real and reactive current detection in the presence of harmonic

and noise distortion. The fundamental component has an am-

plitude of 0.8 p.u. and phase lagging of 30 degrees with respect

to utility voltage. A 5th order harmonic with amplitude 0.2
p.u., as well as a high-frequency noise signal with amplitude

0.1 p.u. are imposed on the load current. For the first half

cycle of simulation, the output of EMAF is held constant to

zero.

Fig. 5. Utility voltage vs. (a) load current; (b) detected active current; (c)
detected reactive current. The red line represents the utility voltage signal.

Simulation results in Fig. 5 indicate that the instantaneous

real and reactive currents are precisely extracted from the

distorted current signal, and the dynamic response time is less

than 8 ms.
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Fig. 4. Control diagram of single-phase cascaded STATCOM.

Fig. 6. (a) Load current; (b) detected fundamental component; (c) detected
harmonic component with noise signal.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the simulation results of harmonic and

noise detection. From (c) we can see that the proposed method

is unable to extract the pure high-frequency random noise

correctly, thus it cannot retrieve the pure harmonic component

from the original signal, unfortunately.

It should be noted that the reference signal is usually given

in stationary frame, accordingly it is of paramount importance

to use a pure reference signal in the control system; otherwise

the noise and harmonics in the impure reference signal will be

amplified through the following control system, worsening the

power quality of STATCOM. However, conventional methods

are still unable to extract the pure reference signal effectively;

method proposed in this paper can only obtain a pure funda-

mental component. Further studies and improvements in this

area should be made.

B. Experimental verification

Experiments are performed for single-phase cascaded STAT-

COM using the proposed reactive current detection method.

The system configuration of single-phase STATCOM is shown

in Fig. 3 and the parameters are given in Table 1.

Fig. 7 presents the experiment result of system operation and

current detection in case of sudden load change. It is evident

that the improved scheme is able to trace the instantaneous

active and reactive current of the load precisely and also pos-

sesses good steady-state performance. Overshooting is present

during the transient due to the large time constant of the load.

Fig. 8 gives the experiment results of output voltage and

current of CMI. The output current is able to trace the

reference signal precisely, leading to remarkable steady-state

TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameters Values

Utility voltage us 220V / 50Hz

Impedance of the load before change 10Ω / 60mH

DC-side voltage Udc 200V

Rdc 10Ω

Impedance of the linking inductor 0.01Ω / 60mH

Impedance of the load after change 5Ω / 30mH

DC-side capacitor Cdc 3300μF

Switching frequency 10kHz

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Utility voltage vs. load current; (b) detection results of active and
reactive current.

performance and quick dynamic process. Therefore, high-
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performance control is achieved with the aid of the novel

reactive current detection scheme.

Unit power factor is achieved on the grid side, as is shown in

Fig. 9. Utility voltage and current are kept in phase regardless

of the disturbance of load.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Output voltage vs. current of CMIs; (b) DC-side voltages of H-
bridge inverters. The signals in (b) are subtracted by a DC component of 180
V such as to present the voltage oscillations.

Fig. 9. Grid-side voltage and current.

VII. CONCLUSION

For the control of single-phase STATCOM, it is of utmost

importance to quickly and precisely extract the instantaneous

reactive current. A novel method of reactive current detection

is proposed, aiming to tackle the problems of conventional

methods in dynamic speed and distortion susceptibility. In this

paper, a novel virtual orthogonal signal generation algorithm,

with its robustness with respect to sampling frequency and

immediacy in current tracing, is deduced first. The EMAF,

which eliminates noise and harmonics, is utilized and its

design principle is also proposed. Simulations verify the

correctness of the proposed scheme, and experiment results

demonstrate that unit power factor operation of STATCOM is

achieved in grid even with large load disturbances. Besides,

the proposed scheme can also be utilized in harmonic detection

and elimination.
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